Background {#S1}
==========

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is characterized by marked and persistent dysphoria that is often accompanied by considerable morbidity^[@R1]^ and mortality.^[@R2]^ Because MDD has a lifetime prevalence of almost 15%,^[@R3]^ tends to start early in life,^[@R4]^ and is often chronic,^[@R5]^ it is the leading contributor to disability worldwide^[@R6]^ with associated costs expected to further double by 2030.^[@R7]^ In comparison to other (psychiatric) disorders, discerning the biological basis of MDD has been difficult. Only recently, large GWAS meta-analyses have identified and replicated genetic variants.^[@R8]--[@R10]^ However, these variants explained only a very small proportion of the disease risk.

DNA methylation is an epigenetic modification that provides stability and diversity to the cellular phenotype. Methylome-wide association studies (MWAS) are a promising complement to GWAS. For example, DNA methylation can be dynamic in post-mitotic tissues^[@R11]^ and altered by environmental factors. Therefore methylation can potentially account for key clinical features of MDD such as its episodic nature or mediate the effects of the environmental risk factors (*e.g.,* stress).^[@R12],\ [@R13]^ Methylation studies of MDD are ideally performed in brain where the majority of pathogenic processes likely occur. However, brain tissue cannot be obtained from living patients. It can be collected postmortem, but it remains challenging to obtain the sample sizes needed for adequate statistical power. Studies have found correlations of 0.6--0.7 between methylation profiles in human blood and brain^[@R14]^ as well as correlated (psychotropic drug induced) methylation changes in rodent blood and brain.^[@R15]^ Multiple factors may contribute to this overlap. Peripheral tissues such as blood may reveal methylation marks predating or resulting from the epigenetic reprogramming events affecting the germ line and embryogenesis,^[@R16]^ sequence variants can affect methylation levels and will be identical across tissues,^[@R17],\ [@R18]^ systemic MDD disease processes such as stress and inflammation will affect both blood and brain, and blood interacts with brain during perfusion. This observed overlap suggests that one approach to improve statistical power of studies of postmortem brain, is to combine results with studies in (antemortem) blood samples that are easier to collect in large sample sizes.

Here we present the largest and most comprehensive CpG methylome study of MDD to date. It uses the convergence of evidence across data sets to identify sites of potential importance for MDD etiology using both blood and brain tissues. To avoid missing sites of potential etiological importance we used a sequencing-based approach that provides near-complete coverage of all 28 million common CpGs in the human genome.^[@R19],\ [@R20]^ The design involves three phases. First, the discovery phase includes a methylome-wide association study (MWAS) of blood samples from 1,132 individuals. Next, in the overlap phase we identify sites that are in the top of both the MWAS in blood and MWASs in postmortem brain samples from two brain regions from 61 individuals. Finally, in the replication phase the overlapping sites are further followed-up in two independent postmortem brain collections from 81 and 64 individuals, respectively.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Our three-phase, multi-tissue design improves statistical power and helps to avoid potential tissue/study specific confounders. An overview of the study design is given in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Study samples from blood and brain {#S3}
----------------------------------

The three phases of our study include both DNA from blood and from three postmortem brain collections. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the characteristics of the participants and full descriptions are given in the [Supplement](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The blood samples were obtained from 1,200 individuals from the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety (NESDA). MDD was diagnosed using the DSM-IV based Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI version 2.1).^[@R21]^ In addition to a current MDD diagnosis, cases had a symptom score \> 14 on the IDS-SR~30~.^[@R22]^ Controls had no lifetime psychiatric disorders and an IDS-SR~30~ score \< 14. Thus, by using this criteria, individuals that report symptoms without having received a psychiatric diagnosis were prevented from inclusion in the study, thereby maximizing the contrast between the two groups in terms of depression status. This study was approved by the ethical committees of all participating locations, and participants provided written informed consent.

The postmortem brain collections were obtained from several repositories. Diagnosing disease in subjects providing postmortem brain samples can be challenging.^[@R23]^ In most cases psychiatrists determine the diagnosis by using information obtained from a family member who is well acquainted with the deceased. This technique has been validated for axis I and II diagnoses^[@R24],\ [@R25]^ and has shown to have high inter-rater agreement.^[@R26]^

Methylome-wide association testing of MBD-seq data {#S4}
--------------------------------------------------

We assayed the methylomes using an optimized protocol for methyl-CG binding domain sequencing (MBD-seq) that provides near-complete coverage of all 28 million common CpGs in the genome.^[@R19]^ Samples were performed in a randomized order and all lab technical procedures were performed blind to any phenotype information. The sequence reads were aligned to the human reference genome (hg19/GRCh37). Data was processed and analyzed using the RaMWAS Bioconductor package,^[@R27]^ which is specifically designed for large-scale methylation studies. A summary of the quality control procedure for the different datasets, the CpG score calculation and further details about the procedures are given in the [Supplement](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To test each CpG for association with MDD, we performed multiple regression analyses while controlling for covariates. First, we regressed out 19 potential technical artifacts (i.e., the quantity of methylation-enriched DNA captured, sample batch, and peak location^[@R20]^), age and sex. Next, to avoid confounding due to cell type heterogeneity, we regressed out blood cell type proportions as estimated from the methylation data^[@R28]^ using "reference methylomes" specifically generated for this purpose.^[@R29]^ Finally, principle component analysis was used to capture unmeasured remaining sources of variation. Specifically, using a scree-test we selected the first principle component, explaining 2.61% of the remaining methylation variation. To perform an (exploratory) MWAS to detect methylation sites that have different effects on MDD in males and females we included the product MDD × sex to estimate the interaction effects in the model that also allowed for main effects of MDD and sex.

Furthermore, to ensure that the detected MWAS findings were not a direct confounding effect of antidepressant treatment we performed two additional (exploratory) MWAS. First, we performed an MWAS of all individuals (cases and controls) where we regressed out a variable indicating if the individual were currently using any antidepressant. It should be noted that as antidepressant use is highly confounded by MDD status (i.e., it is rarely present among controls) simply controlling for use of antidepressants by regressing out this effect may also eliminate part of the effects that may be related to MDD etiology (and not caused by the treatment). In the second MWAS we limited the analysis to cases only and studied whether antidepressant treatment was associated with methylation changes.

Determining the significance of the cumulative MWAS signal by resampling {#S5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To study the significance of the cumulative MWAS signals we use a resampling approach. For this purpose RaMWAS^[@R27]^ fits elastic-nets^[@R30]--[@R32]^ and employs k-fold cross-validation^[@R33]^ to avoid overfitting and obtain an unbiased estimate of the cumulative effect. Elastic-nets were fitted by using ridge regression (alpha parameter=0). For cross-validation the sample was randomly partitioned into *k*=10 equal sized subsamples. Of the *k* subsamples, *k*−1 were used as a "training set" to fit the elastic-net and obtain weights for each CpG. The weights were then used to pestimate MDD status from methylation in the remaining "test set". By alternating the samples used in the training and test sets,estimates are obtained for all samples. RaMWAS repeats the entire cycle of MWAS based CpG selection followed by estimation of weights using elastic-nets for each of the *k* folds. Because both the selection of CpGs and estimation of their weights are not affected by the participants in the test set, we obtained unbiased estimates of the MDD status for each subject. By testing whether these estimates were significantly correlated with actual MDD status, we performed an "in sample replication" of the cumulative MWAS signal.

Similarly, as a proof-of-concept, we created a multi-site biomarker using estimates from one dataset to predict in another. That is, we calculated MDD estimates in blood using CpGs selected based on their performance in brain. As the selection of sites is performed in a different dataset than the prediction itself, this demonstrates the concept that potentially etiologically relevant CpGs detected in one tissue have predictive value, and may potentially function as a multi-site biomarker, in another tissue.

Permutation based enrichment test {#S6}
---------------------------------

To perform enrichment tests of the overlap between datasets we used the shiftR R-package with 1 million permutations. ShiftR first maps the two datasets to each other based on genomic location. Next, the MWAS *P* values are used to cross-classify each mapped marker in the two datasets as being in the top or bottom. We used two thresholds (1% and 5%) to define "top findings". Based on the resulting 2 by 2 tables, shiftR tests the null hypothesis that the enrichment odds ratio (OR) equals one. To perform these tests, shiftR uses circular permutations^[@R34]^ to generate the empirical test statistic distribution under the null hypothesis while preserving the correlational structure of the data. To account for "multiple testing" (i.e., the multiple thresholds used), the same thresholds are used in the permutations by selecting the most significant threshold combination. ShiftR is also used to test the overlap for enrichment of a panel of biological features ([Supplement](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Look-up replication in independent postmortem brain collections {#S7}

All sites in the significant blood-brain overlap (detected in the overlap phase) were followed up using look-up replication in association results of MBD-seq data from two additional independent brain collections ([Table 1c](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Robust findings were identified with a stringent set of criteria. First, we required the effects to be in the [same]{.ul} direction as in the original BA10 MWAS that detected the overlap. Second, we required [both]{.ul} independent replication samples to show *P*\<0.05. Third, we required the results from BA25, from the same subjects as the original BA10 MWAS, to show *P*\<0.05. Only sites that fulfilled all three criteria were considered robust findings.

Results {#S8}
=======

Methylome-wide association study in blood {#S9}
-----------------------------------------

We used MBD-seq to generate methylation profiles from blood for the NESDA discovery sample.^[@R35]--[@R37]^ After assessing all methylation profiles and excluding those that failed quality control criteria, methylomes from 1,132 individuals ([Table 1a](#T1){ref-type="table"}) remained. Akin to filtering SNPs with low minor allele frequency, we excluded rarely methylated sites. This left 21,869,561 CpGs for MWAS, which corresponds to 78.3% of all common CpGs in the human genome. Each methylation profile was sequenced with an average of 59.4 million (SD=11.2 million) reads per sample and obtained an average CpG score^[@R38]^ of 6.029 (SD=1.398) with an average nonCpG-to-CpG score ratio^[@R27]^ of 0.010 (SD=0.005). Thus, the average signal at the tested CpGs is sufficiently strong and the background noise level is exceptionally low.

The QQ-plot ([Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, lambda=1.124) suggests that many associated CpGs with modest effects. MWAS of permuted case-control status for this dataset yields an average lambda that is not significantly different from 1 ([Supplement](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus the observed lambda in the discovery MWAS likely reflect true associations rather than statistical artifacts. The Manhattan plot ([Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) shows that associated loci are spread across the genome. However, in most cases several CpGs support the signal within loci. For example, [Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the five most significant CpGs associated with MDD (*P* ranging from 1.91×10^−8^ to 4.39×10^−8^, q\<0.20), which are located in three distinct loci. All findings with *P*\<1×10^−5^ are given in [Table S2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Although none of the three highly significant loci are directly overlapping with known regulator elements or genes, one of the loci is located within 275 bp of *HTR3C* (serotonin receptor ionotropic 3, subunit c). We used the resampling approach to study the significance of the cumulative MWAS signal. Although this approach do not evaluate site specific significance it evaluates the collective effect of many markers. Results showed that the cumulative association to MDD was significant (*P*=4.03×10^−10^) with the signal coming from the top 25,000 blood markers.

Prevalence rates of MDD are substantially higher in females compared to males^[@R39]--[@R41]^. Although such an analysis has lower statistical power, we performed an exploratory MWAS to detect methylation sites showing different effects on MDD in males and females ([Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S3a](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The top finding (*P*=5.01×10^−8^) was located in *FBLN2* (fibulin 2). The standardized effect ("beta" value) is −0.330 for the MDD × sex interaction term, meaning that the case-control difference is 0.330 standard devations smaller in females compared to males. Although this finding should be interpreted with caution, *FBLN2* is a very interesting candiate because of its connection to sex hormone^[@R42]^ levels in blood^[@R43]^ and the robust link of these hormones to sex differences in depression.^[@R44]--[@R46]^

Analysis of MDD case-control status, while controlling for the use of antidepressant treatment, revealed very similar results as those obtained in the main analysis ([Figure S2a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S3b](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, all five of the most significant CpGs associated with MDD were still among the top MWAS results with *P*\<1×10^−5^ and permutation based enrichment testing showed that the similarity of the top 1% of findings were highly consistent (*P*\<1.0×10^−5^, OR=239.05). On the contrary, there was no evidence of enriched overlap between the top results from the main MWAS with the MWAS of antidepressant treatment effects using cases only (*P*=0.75 OR=1.00) [Figure S2b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S3c](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, these analyses suggested that the MDD associated findings in the main analyses were not a confounding effect of antidepressant treatment.

Overlap between blood and brain {#S10}
-------------------------------

In the overlap phase, we used MBD-seq to study the methylome of postmortem brain tissues from two brain regions (BA10 and BA25) per individual, obtained from the Victorian Brain Bank Network.^[@R47]^ After quality control and filtering out sites that were rarely methylated, 17,536,447 CpGs remained from 61/60 individuals for BA10/BA25. The Manhattan plots ([Figure S3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) show that loci with *P*\<1×10^−5^ are distributed across the genome for BA10/BA25 ([Tables S4-S5](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To study the potential overlap between top MWAS findings in blood and brain, we performed permutation-based enrichment tests of the overlap ([Table S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For BA10, after correcting for multiple testing, the top 5% of findings from the blood MWAS were significantly enriched for CpGs in the top 1% of the brain MWAS (*P*=5.4×10^−3^, OR=1.04). Although we observed a significant enrichment in overlap between the top 5% of MWAS findings between BA10 and BA25 (*P*\<1.0×10^−5^, OR=1.05), there was no significant enrichment of overlap between the blood and BA25 MWAS for the tested thresholds. This suggests that some of the MDD associated sites detected in blood and BA10 were not among the top sites in BA25.

Focusing on blood and BA10, the significant overlap included 9,085 CpGs ([Table S7](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These overlapping sites showed enrichment for eQTLs (GTEx v7) in both blood (*P*=0.03669, OR=1.11) and frontal cortex (*P*=0.04625, OR=1.16), but not in anterior cingulate cortex (*P*=0.69171, OR=0.95). Overlapping sites were also significantly enriched for being in CpG islands (*P*=0.0195, OR=1.26) CpG island shores (*P*=0.01217, OR=1.17) and exons (*P*=0.0049, OR=1.14). Furthermore, the overlapping sites were enriched for active chromatin states in brain including genic enhancers (P=0.01052, OR=1.36) and active transcription start sites (P= 0.0264, OR=1.22). Results from all tracks tested for enrichment are given in [Table S8](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Of the 2,223 genes implicated in the overlap, 2,061 were present in Gene Ontology (GO). Using the over-representation analysis provided in the Consensus Path Database,^[@R48]^ we found significant (*P* \<0.0001) enrichment of 32 level-5 GO terms ([Table S9](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which were further clustered based on their similarity in gene content ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Several of these clusters included GO terms related to neuronal development and second messenger signaling, with the most significant GO term being "neurogenesis" (GO:0022008, *P*=2.24×10^−19^).

Look-up replication in independent brain collections {#S11}
----------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, we identified three sites that fulfilled our stringent criteria for replication across datasets. The first site was in an intergenic region on chromosome 2 more than 90 kb from any known transcript. The second site was located in *GABBR2* (Gamma-aminobutyric acid B receptor 2) and the third site was located in *RUFY3* (RUN and FYVE domain containing 3). The results from all replicated sites are reported in [Table S10](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Overlap between MDD and schizophrenia {#S12}
-------------------------------------

To study the shared risk for MDD and schizophrenia^[@R74]^, we explored possible overlap in methylation findings between these two disorders^[@R74]^. Using the permutation based enrichment test and results from a previously reported schizophrenia blood MWAS^[@R75]^, we detected a significant enriched overlap of the top 1% of results across the two datasets (*P* = 5.00 × 10^−4^, OR = 1.142). This overlap included for example, *RERE* and *RUFY3*. These two genes were implicated in MDD by both the blood MWAS and the BA10 MWAS and *RUFY3* is one of the three genes that further replicated in the independent MDD brain collections. In total, the 1,564 CpGs implicated in the MDD-schizophrenia overlap, included 462 genes that were present in Gene Ontology (GO). Over-representation analysis showed 24 level-5 terms with *P* \<0.001 and included \>20 observed genes ([Table S11](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most significant terms were "positive regulation of cell differentiation" (*P* = 6.49 × 10^−5^), "small GTPase binding" (*P* = 6.50 × 10^−5^), "regulation of nervous system development" (*P* = 1.91 × 10^−4^) and "generation of neurons" (*P* = 2.42 × 10^−4^). Thus, the results suggest that in addition to a genetic overlap, there may also be an epigenetic overlap in etiology between MDD and schizophrenia.

Exploratory investigation of a multi-site biomarker {#S13}
---------------------------------------------------

To provide a proof-of-concept of that biomarkers exist of potentially etiologically relevant methylation findings, we used MWAS findings in brain to predict MDD status from methylation in blood. In this exploratory analysis the association had a significant Spearman correlation of 0.17 (*P*=7.84×10^−9^, r^2^=0.0289) with case-control status, when using 5,000 CpGs. The use of 5,000 CpGs did not yield the best predictive power but corresponds to the point at which predictive power reaches a stable plateau ([Figure S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) suggesting this selection contains the majority of markers with effects in both brain and blood.

Discussion {#S14}
==========

In the largest methylation study of MDD etiology performed to date, we used a sequencing-based approach that obtains near complete coverage of the entire CpG methylome in both blood and brain samples. Using a resampling approach, we showed that our cumulative blood MWAS signal replicated (*P*=4.03×10^−10^). Furthermore, a permutation based enrichment test suggested significant overlap (*P*=5.4×10^−3^) of top findings from the MWAS in blood and brain. Three overlapping sites replicated with the same direction of effect in a second brain tissue from the same individuals and in two independent brain collections.

The blood-brain overlap were significantly enriched for eQTLs in both blood and brain, potentially suggesting a mediating role in gene regulation. Interestingly, a significant portion of the genes represented in the overlap were of importance for brain development and function. An example is *BDNF (brain-derived neurotrophic factor),* a gene involved in induction of synaptic plasticity^[@R49],\ [@R50]^ and previously implicated in methylation studies of MDD^[@R51],\ [@R52]^ and other psychiatric disorders.^[@R53],\ [@R54]^ The overlap also included five genes that recently reached genome-wide significance in GWAS of MDD and related phenotypes: *LHPP*^[@R55]^ (phospolysine phosphohistidine inorganic pyrophosphate phosphatase), *SORCS3*^[@R9]^ *(sortilin-related VPS10 domain containing receptor 3), CELF48*^[@R8]^ (CUGBP elav-like family member 4), *DRD2* (dopamine receptor D2)^[@R8]^ and *RERE* (arginine-glutamic acid dipeptide (RE) repeats).^[@R9]^ *RERE,* which plays a role as a transcriptional repressor during development, was the most significant overlapping genic MWAS finding in our BA10 MWAS and was previously associated with schizophrenia.^[@R56]^

However, the most prominent findings in this study involve three loci that received support from all five datasets. The fact that these CpGs were supported across three independent brain collections argues for their likely involvement in MDD etiology. One of these loci was located in an intergenic region on chromosome 2, and the other two were in *GABBR2* and *RUFY3. GABBR2* encodes a metabotropic GABA~B~ receptor subunit that broadly inhibits neuronal activity including neurotransmitter release and ion channel current. There is substantial support implicating GABAergic dysfunction in MDD^[@R57]^ and a reduced GABBR2 protein level has been observed in brain samples from MDD patients.^[@R58]^ *RUFY3* is implicated in the establishment of neuronal polarity^[@R59],\ [@R60]^ and is necessary for normal axon elongation.^[@R61]^

A number of methylome-wide association studies for MDD or related phenotypes, have been previously conducted.^[@R62]--[@R69]^ With a few exceptions, most of those studies have used approaches that investigated \<10% of all CpGs in the genome and have involved relatively few samples. Furthermore, the studies have involved DNA from brain tissues, blood, buccal cells and/or germlines. Thus, given the potentially hampered statistical power in these studies, plus their heterogeneity in studied sites, tissues and phenotypes, the lack of consistent in findings is unsurprising.

This study, as well as the majority of previous methylation studies for MDD, have been performed in bulk tissues that contain multiple cell types. As associations between cell type proportions and MDD status may lead to false positive findings we controlled for possible differences in cell type proportions between cases and controls in our MWAS. If the direction of the differences between cases and controls vary by cell type, effects may be diluted or even cancel out in bulk tissue, resulting in false negative findings. Thus, analyses in bulk tissues will mainly detect loci that are either ubiquitously modulated across all cells or involve a major subset of cell types. This limitation will also affect downstream pathway analyses. It is therefore critical to interpret the results in the context of what cell types/tissues have been studied.

Methylation marks are stable in collected biomaterial and can be measured cost-effectively, which makes them potentially useful biomarkers. Indeed, successful examples of methylation biomarkers already exist for, e.g., smoking related behavior and outcomes.^[@R70]--[@R75]^ For a biomarker to be useful in the clinic it is important that biomaterial collection is easy and minimally invasive. Thus, biomarkers detectable only in brain tissue are of limited value. Therefore, methylation sites in blood, potentially reflecting the methylation status of brain, are prospective biomarkers that could improve disease management. Our exploratory analysis in blood using sites selected in brain emphasizes the potential value of such biomarkers. However, a clear limitation of our analysis is the small sample size of the brain collection (N=60) used to select sites, which we observed causes a severe underestimation of the predictive power. Nevertheless, our results show that methylation in blood can track part of the methylation changes that occur in brain and that can be summarized by a single cumulative risk score that would facilitate potential use in the clinic.

In this study, we present the largest MWAS for MDD etiology performed to date. In addition to a large sample and an approach that assays the majority of all CpGs in the human genome, this study interrogates both blood and brain. For the majority of human tissues, including blood, methylation occurs almost exclusively in the seqence context of CpGs. However, in brain methylation profiles are more complex and also include methylation outside the CpG context as well as hydroxymethylation. Thus, additional studies of these methylation types not covered by the current study would further complement the results.

Our three-phase, multi-tissue design improves statistical power and avoids potential tissue/study specific confounders. Despite this design and controlling for both measured and unmeasured covariates, confounders can never be completely ruled out. One of the potential confounders that we studied more closely is antidepressant treatment. That is, we performed an exploratory analysis where we controlled for current use of antidepressants and also searched for differences in the methylome between MDD patients who were or were not treated with antidepressants. Neither of these analyses raised concerns for that the main MDD MWAS findings would be caused by associations to treatment. In addition, the observed overlap in findings between the MDD MWAS and a previous schizophrenia MWAS further argues that it is unlikely that associated findings are artefacts of specific treatments.

In this study all biosamples were collected after the development of MDD. Thus, some of the associated sites may have been present prior to disease onset, and therefore may act as susceptibility loci, while others may follow disease onset and instead reflect the disease state. To properly disentangle these effects a study design that also includes pre-onset samples would be required.

In conclusion, our most prominent results identified three novel differentially methylated loci associated with MDD that overlapped across blood and brain, and replicated with the same direction of effect across independent datasets and brain regions. These loci are of likely importance for biological functions with potential relevance to MDD. To learn more about the specific biological effects of the methylation marks in these loci, rather than analyzing bulk tissue, it would be valuable to identify the specific cell types where the methylation changes occurred. This would, in turn, allow for proper design of functional follow-up studies with, e.g., epigenetic-editing techniques that may provide great biological context to these methylation loci in MDD etiology.
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![In this study we present a three-phase, multi-tissue design: **Top**) a Discovery Phase involving a MWAS in a large set of blood samples as well as a number of exploratory analysis; **Middle**) an Overlap Phase where we test for enrichment of MWAS overlap between blood and brain; **Bottom**) a Replication Phase where all sites in the significant overlap are followed up with "look-up replication" in two independent brain collections from BA10 and in the second brain tissue (BA25) from the original brain MWAS sample.](nihms-1503247-f0001){#F1}

![**Left.** Quantile-Quantile plot of the MWAS in blood. The observed *P* values, on a --log~10~ scale, are plotted against their expected values (grey main diagonal line) under the null hypothesis assuming none of the CpGs have an effect. Yellow lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals (CI). The deviation of *P* values from the main diagonal indicates that there are potentially many markers associated with MDD. The lambda (λ) is close to one, indicating that markers that are not associated behave as expected under the null hypothesis. **Right.** Manhattan plot of the MWAS in blood. The plot shows the MWAS *P* values on a --log~10~ scale (y-axis) by their chromosomal location (x-axis). The dashed line marks the threshold for suggestive significance (*P* = 1×10^−5^).](nihms-1503247-f0002){#F2}

![**Top.** Plot showing level-5 Gene Ontology (GO) terms significantly (*P* \< 0.0001) enriched for genes present in top MWAS results that overlap between blood and brain. Solid rectangles (grey or colored) indicate overlapping genes present in the significant GO terms. GO terms were grouped in color-coded clusters based on the similarity in gene content. **Bottom.** For each cluster, information (name, odds ratio (OR) and enrichment *P* value) of the most significant GO term is given. An extended list of all level-5 GO terms with *P* \<0.01 are given in [Table S8](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms-1503247-f0003){#F3}

###### 

Characteristics of study participants

                                                                                       [Controls]{.ul}   [MDD]{.ul}   Test                
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------- ------------ ----------- ------- ---------
  [**a) Discovery phase**]{.ul}                                                                                                           
  *Blood MWAS Sample*                                                                  *n = 320*                      *n = 812*           
    Sex                                                                                0.591             0.492        0.667       0.471   0.018
    Age                                                                                41.61             14.64        41.53       12.25   0.912
    EDU                                                                                13.13             3.158        11.46       3.198   \<0.001
    IDS                                                                                5.022             3.533        33.79       10.94   \<0.001
    TCA                                                                                0.000             0.000        0.048       0.214   \<0.001
    SSRI                                                                               0.003             0.056        0.299       0.458   \<0.001
    Other AD                                                                           0.000             0.000        0.112       0.315   \<0.001
    CD3                                                                                0.296             0.086        0.281       0.087   0.008
    CD14                                                                               0.113             0.028        0.109       0.028   0.049
    CD15                                                                               0.509             0.115        0.536       0.114   \<0.001
    CD19                                                                               0.082             0.034        0.074       0.033   \<0.001
  [**b) Overlap phase**]{.ul}                                                                                                             
  *Brain MWAS Sample\**                                                                *n = 31*                       *n = 30*            
    Sex                                                                                0.581             0.502        0.567       0.504   1
    Age                                                                                51.77             17.66        51.43       18.59   0.942
    PMI                                                                                46.3              14.97        41.49       15.65   0.224
    pH                                                                                 6.304             0.217        6.482       0.273   0.009
  [**c) Replication phase**]{.ul}                                                                                                         
  *BA10 Brain Collection A*                                                            *n = 37*                       *n = 44*            
    Sex                                                                                0.297             0.463        0.409       0.497   0.416
    Age                                                                                61                18.64        55          20.57   0.176
    PMI                                                                                21.77             16.78        32.08       25.07   0.047
    pH                                                                                 6.605             0.223        6.595       0.183   0.822
  *BA10 Brain Collection B*                                                            *n = 25*                       *n = 39*            
    Sex                                                                                0.36              0.49         0.308       0.468   0.871
    Age                                                                                61.48             15.02        47.9        16.94   0.002
    PMI                                                                                39.22             25.57        48.58       26.39   0.166
    pH                                                                                 6.534             0.238        6.648       0.315   0.212
  *Validation in BA25 included the participants described in section b (see above).*                                                      

**Note:** *n* is number of samples left after quality control. Sex indicates the proportion of males, age is measures in years. EDU years of education. The IDS (Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology) is a self-report measure of symptom severity. The usage of antidepressants is indicated for TCA (tricyclic antidepressant), SSRI (serotonin reuptake inhibitor) and other AD (antidepressant). The estimated blood cell type proportions are indicated by CD3 (T-lymphocytes), CD14 (monocytes), CD15 (granulocytes) and CD19 (B-lymphocytes). PMI (postmortem interval) is measured in hours. \* The numbers given are for the participants contributing BA10 tissue. For BA25, while the number of cases remained the same, the number of control participants was 30.

###### 

Robust loci overlapping between blood and brain (BA10) that is supported by a second brain tissue (BA25) and two independent brain collections.

  Chr.   Position (bp)   Gene         BA10 brain MWAS   BA25 brain   Replication A   Replication B   
  ------ --------------- ------------ ----------------- ------------ --------------- --------------- ----------
  2      208,230,169     intergenic   2.7064            9.18E-03     1.68E-02        4.24E-02        1.02E-02
  9      101,119,679     *GABBR2*     -2.6959           9.43E-03     1.68E-02        2.47E-02        1.98E-02
  4      71,632,888      *RUFY3*      3.2556            1.99E-03     2.93E-02        1.49E-02        4.95E-02

**Note:** Chr. is chromosome; T is t statistic; *P* is *P* value. A positive t statistic indicates that more methylation was observed in cases than in controls.
